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Thought on Well Being and Impressive Management in Community for Educational Development
Yukihiro Itoigawa
Wisdom Inc.
Abstract: Education is important in Yokohama-Aoba district. I am practicing in the net and real world, mainly in
Aoba district. So I have considered about communication and collaboration for searching educational content, trial
to make impressive poster for awareness to recognize this plan and evaluation of psychological theory applied to
this program. Digital content should have impressive power to promote educational development and real lecture
would be apt for people in Aoba district. Case study in Fujigaoka area is reported.
.

1. Introduction

Area
Computer

We could have opportunity over the Internet but we

and

Content

Applied Research

Collaboration

Spain

Education 1999

also discover no human relationship each other in

Psychology 2000

Well Being

Berlin, Lithuania

modern community. What kind of contents do we get

Psychology 2001

Probability

Cyber space

and how do we use them? This question is nonsense,

Developmental

Family

India

isn’t it? We couldn’t understand neighboring, because

psychology2001-3

Debate style

Spain

privacy is

Communication

Speaking

information in community. We remembered social

2003

public

problems in 1970’ like public nuisance and today we

Sport Psychology

Psychomotor

Switzerland

also think to solve social problem using method of

2003

Social Program

Finland

problem solving in networking. Social entrepreneur is

Memory

Working

Feeling to apply at

defined as problem solver, professional to use

2003 (TIC4)

memory

community

important.

So I reviewed eminent

in

Belgium

management method and problem solving should be
well done. So we have chance to collaborate in this

Table1: Contents at international conferences

article how we should recognize real world and what
is method.

content (Table1). Information had arisen at center of
Fujigaoka, where was memorized speaking about

2. Session1: Impressive and transferring contents

global environment like CO² quantity by student from
Zaire in Tokyo Institute of Technology. What is zone

I was recognized as experienced educational staff in

of Fujigaoka as interacting?

communication with unknown woman (she is a
professor)

during

epoch recognized by renewal after five years my

without communication of face to face. I had

visiting. Also gang star Ishimatsu, swimmer Furuhashi

experienced with such one case per 423 people. I

and some novel were memorized. But present renewal

could

city is going on to modern city changing old

impressive

sending

Famous eel memorized Hamamatsu, where was

questionnaire

discover

e-mail

contents

at several

conferences and evaluated them as educational

atmosphere.. Odawara is located in Kanagawa
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prefecture and I felt Odawara has interacting with
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Fujigaoka like going to watch relay race (Figure1) and

thought it was evaluated not apt present problem

fish from Odawara selling at supper market. I made

solving in educational problem. The other side

contents in my home page and they were thought as

Japanese crisis was warned but real poor environment

cognitive home page by searching engine.

is known as yet.

Area

Content

Specified item

Kagoshima

History, Traveling

Retrieval

Yamaguchi

History, Digital art

Scenario

Sizuoka

Art, information

Science, Human

Okayama

Yuko Arimori,

Consciousness

social psychology

about town

False

Role

Gifu, Nagoya
Figure1: Sport, Community and Conference

Morioka, Sendai

http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/TEAMFC.html

information

and distrust

Hamamatsu

Information

Net community

processing
Yokohama-Aoba

Business education

I have researched the effect of sports in the

Education

Tokyo-Koto

Open college

Silver age

sports programs in modern community by providing

Hiroshima,

Baseball

Well Being

essential information. I have communicated with

Tochigi

Development

Museum

Art

studying

Soccer.

(Figure1).

Free

description method was used to research about
memory of superior players and interacting between
sport and town or city. I had done observation of
sports played at athletic gymnasiums including
Memorial of judo, marathon and about forty other
universities. I could discover fact in results that sport
in childhood is remembered with image of a marathon
runner, running down the road for instance.

for

people

community and I recognize the need to enhance for

researchers

of

Saitama

Creation
Emotion

New Orleans

Music

Resend

Europe

Traveling

Mobile

Netherlands

Digital culture

Heritage

Sweden

Movie

Media

Oslo

Beauty sight

City plan

Graz

Beauty sight

City plan

USA

Identify

Cyber feeling

Need for education is clear, we can increase
awareness by using the content of digital technology. I
Table2: Digital content

evaluated seventeen home pages (Table2) and
interpreted them in terms of history, art and sport.

I had coordinated with Operation Researcher and

(Considering their impact, management and ability to
provide to content). I made these digital contents
based data from articles and as cognitive content they
were successful. How did foreigners estimate them?
How are foreigners living in Fujigaoka? Social
entrepreneur could use management method but I

professionals in information processing and they had
performed lectures. Present what is educational need?
Real problem was recognized by different type of
psychologists. How do we apply psychological
principle to practical situation? In Montreal Albert
Bandura was evaluated by his excellent speaking
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toward real human life and also in Tukuba Prof.

central Tokyo. In such daily life I found the accidents

Chizuko Izawa introduced Prof. Richard M Shiffrin as

like falling down near the pool side and the shower

advanced psychologist. Germany had impressive with

room caused an apparent early death, according to

Bandura and is living in good environment. We,

statistics over thirty years (Table3). Memorials of

Japanese should do practical psychology, not negative,

players have a strong mental influence on people. One

for renewal environment.

to one coaching is held at athletic gymnasiums and
community

3. Development guided by theoretical approach

centers

sometimes

provide

sports

knowledge to people in lecture.

Needs: I discovered theory of memory research had

Event

Meeting

power

Wisdom

place

Basketball

Athletic

Coaching to

Wisdom for

Gymnasium

children

learning

Athletic

Masters

Environment

Gymnasium

champion

Atmosphere

Accident

of players

as

applied

psychological

knowledge

in

community including net community. So I had aimed
to

develop

Yokohama-Aoba

district

for

good

environment as social developmental program. Need

Swimming

for education was made clear as considering for

Result

Practical
content

awareness and making content as digital technology.
We could collaborate about physical education. I

Light

Athletic

Interesting

Health

discovered that physical education had lot of problem

muscle

Gymnasium

power

without

and in community I tried to make content for guarding

exercise

Accident

intemperance

accident by wisdom essence（Table3）. Also Internet

Swimming

Relaxation

Roller

could provide borderless society. Globally we could
communicate

without

self-introduction

under

probability. Home page was estimated as strong tool

Athletic
Gymnasium

Psychomo

Conference

tor

skating
Impressive

Knowledge

guide

practicing

for communication in real community where 280,000
people are living. I provided my home page as

Table3: Wisdom content of physical education

contents for renewal, culture and sport in 230 html.
(including contents of Table2)

Consideration: We should learn to utilize the

Theoretical advancements: About five years or more

information provided over the Internet to promote

230 html were surely read and retrieved by key words

education

like ICCE and Chiba. In spite of borderless society in

Well-Being. We could discriminate bad cases in

the Internet I could focus on educational program.

physical education. The cases were found in

And I decided it was good problem solving to

community as eminent injuries. We should have

introduce essential of education at sport area and city

policy for health life.

renewal

for

beautiful

scenery.

in

our

community

towards

better

Theoretical

I had evaluated working memory theory as useful

advancements were made clear like what was real

thinking. The other side we could listen from

cognition and how people had caution and awareness

professor in networking. He had meeting and asked to

would be set impressive poster and digital content in

come his meeting. But some or almost of professors

community where almost of people were commuters

said they were busy, so they could not attend his

in morning and evening thronging the subway in

meeting. How do we apply theory of working memory
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to busy situation. I thought that said my both former

ware were used for guarding virus. If purpose is not

theory and applied theory about memory seemed as

defined clearly we could not have mailing list and

practical role in this program. They were evaluated

could not promote networking. I thought networking

highly at TIC4 (Table1). Future development will

had strong relation with status of community. I had

bring real result guided by these theories.

collaborated with people at meeting room of center in
Fujigaoka.

4. Session2: Cognitive problem for problem solving

I

am

Yokohama-Aoba

practicing

district

and

networking
considering

in

about

privacy and security. Privacy was recognized most
Poster evaluated: As concerned cognitive problem

important factor in community. At this meeting we

we remember awareness is different by case by case

collaborated

and person has own cognitive tendency. For instance

community with content in the Internet and we could

people from Kanazawa said he could not discover

evaluate about crime, event and accident for

Tokugawa Art Museum in Nagoya but other from

networking.

about

information

processing

in

Hamamatsu had interested in Tokugawa Art Museum
and enjoyed to see almost of its exhibition. We

5. Information Processing in city

consider about tendency as stereo type to local area
like Nagoya but I thought artistic poster is important

Content evaluation: I recognized need of content in

to present cognitive introduction for my social

my home page was cognition to real scene in good

development program in anonymous society.

city abroad. I decided to do impressive information

Awareness building in Community: We could

providing in my home page. Next I want to

understand Soviet posters as graphic design around

collaborate with people by e-mail. They were one to

movements of Russian constructivism. Also poster has

one

opportunity as awareness in community and cue to

important and person had strong impression to

communicate at conference presentation. Making

Japanese people in spite of unknown anonymous

digital poster in doing collage and lay out has

people. I asked about my home page to collaborators

possibility to present at museum future as historical

in conferences by e-mail. If he plays in the home page

epoch making

made originally he would say good and impressive.

Practical discussion: Collaboration was held between

Technically Finnish said to make photos manually

professionals using psychological and artistic contents

bigger. We could understand viewing these foreign

in the Internet. I had aimed to coordinate 200

cities that sport is most important factor to develop

professional in the Internet and one to one e-mail

city as active and living city. So I tried to make clear

communication. Especially for making cognitive

what is important in sport as component of city. I felt

poster in community artistic communication were held

strongly need of psychological principle referred to

to make new artistic epoch over the Internet for

case and strategy at home page resources, mailing list

searching new communication route in community..

and one to one communication style

Theoretical advancements: First negative insight

Consideration: Evaluation was held by search engine

was held about communication over cyber space. So I

and two mimic boards were searched by key word

had invested the situation about security over cyber

Aoba-KU and my name. Anonymous people present

space. Virus had brought stopping computer and soft

information and educational information was rare.
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communication.

Photos

taken

abroad

are

Emotions experienced during play are very strong. For

should evaluate character of digital content as speedy

instance after being defeated in a soccer game, when a

and impressive memory compared other text. Future

student thought about it even now.

we could understand about usability in educational
content in the Internet guided by principle.

Content

Characteristic

Culture

in city
Leipzig

Essence

to

Aoba district
Squirrels

are

Roller

Renewal

in

skating

park

playing

of

wide parks
Den

Deer in park in Workshop Re-thinking

Haag

front

of

railway station

for

about Seasonal

Spanish

dance festival

Figure2: City Plan and real scene

dance
Aarhus

http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/Leipzig.html

Many green and

Festival of

Advancement of

(A)

monument,

Andersen

research

about

(B)

Excellent

at Odense

home

town

environment

Beautiful

history, Relation

in university

pond

between student

Friendship: Present NPO and individual social

and town

entrepreneur were talked sometimes at media. I am

Graz

Streetcar,

Music in Language

castle, peacock

town

and the Bubel

6. Evaluation to social e ntrepreneur

doing social problem solving and felt management
and

method for problem solving was not good at social

communication

problem like educational supply for people in

school

community. If we use method for need at discovering
Table 4: Environment of city presented in home page

of education, we evaluate its result is not apt and real
solution. For real collaboration with empathy, I asked

Fortunately people who could play or exercise with

cognitive poster to artists. They were one to one

Olympic medallists had rare professional instruction.

communication over the Internet and post mail. My

After watching baseball or sumo people are nostalgic

need to make poster presenting on the mimic board

and have impressive memory. The place was recalled

was understand abroad. Over the cyber space

clearly.

friendship is limited in small group, for instance group

Official in Aoba district has educational program on
health of old people, sport topics, information about

of five hobbyist in researching bird. And privacy is
very important matter.

foreign countries and juvenile delinquency. Also

Statistics showed case of e-mail sent as quick

official collaboration was held for new road

response. One sent response about died people as

construction.

and

majored in Russian before transferring to psychology

collaboration I thought impressive management had

in university per 65 students. The other sent response

value to make good renewal program. Networking and

as same judo club member in high school per 100

perspective

real

e-mail sending based name cards. So we could not

development. We could deny digital content but we

recognize e-mail is useful communication method. It

Reviewing

future

were

these

education

considered

in
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has meaning of difficulty of friendship. I evaluated

experience practicing Judo or other martial arts.

friendship using e-mail with old classmate in high

Specialized teaching outside school and change in

school and university formerly I was studying before

school should evaluate and introduce new program as
practical

Review about Management Method

problem

solving.

Real

memory

was

recognized by real scene and real practical gymnasium.

I review about searching educational need and
selecting theme in community. Apt and correct target

It was referred to research on formal differences
between real and artificially created personalities.

has real image for renewal program. For instance
“Guiding to enjoy sport outside and guarding injuries”

Theory oriented approach about dance: Dance was

has wide influence in community, because if we do

important factor in community but new community

sport outside we need larger park (Figure2). Sport

lost its benefit. So we should learn again about the

environment should be collaborated as how renewal

creativity of the human body in movement in theory.

park we do. Social entrepreneur should avoid

There is another key problem to promote several kind

management method in business educational program.

of dance in community as over all considering

Instead of president we should search who is promoter
and what is defect of city planning.

Co-work in psychological principle : We should be
cognitive and recognize again about sport culture in

6. Session3: Sport as Developmental Factor

nostalgic home town and active sport club that made
rush new world record. Future we could present new

Practical problem solving: Sport is recognized as

view

guided

by

psychological

principle.

In

important factor of culture and education. New

collaboration we could learn from psychologists in

community has athletics gymnasiums but human

foreign countries. E-mail and home page are useful

relation is limited in gymnasiums, so it does not

communication tool. Japanese culture has correlation

become thick private relation. After about 30 years

with foreign culture. And people is important factor to

from athletics building rush we could discriminate

collaborate via sport activity.

delicate problems in community such as psychological
obstacle for sport in human relation and cultural

7. Future collaboration

climate
We could introduce new psychological program

1. Reviewing common practices I thought that good

into community in sport activity like emotional

management could have value to make a good

program for child and seasonal folk dancing. Sport

renewal program in our community and so I organized

itself has individualistic and competitive character.

a direct meeting.

But the tendency has been changing like these

2. Regarding professional sport, Japanese have

character themselves vanished in elementally school.

interests in track and field. Some members of the

For instance sometimes competitive race was lost and

meeting had careers as athletes. We could collaborate

gender was ignored.

about physical education I discovered that physical
education had lot of problems and in community I

Strategic research approach about martial arts:

tried to make content for guarding accident by

Cognitive initiation for sport has similarity with first

wisdom essence to collaborate about them.
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